Input-Specific Long-Term Depression in the Lateral Amygdala Evoked by Theta Frequency Stimulation
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Although conditioned fear has been shown to involve mechanisms of synaptic plasticity in the amygdala, the association with afferent input systems is not yet clear. Here we report on homosynaptic long-term depression (LTD) of excitatory responses after stimulation of putative thalamic input fibers, but not of cortical inputs, to the rat lateral amygdala in vitro. LTD is induced by theta frequency stimulation and involves postsynaptic calcium-dependent mechanisms and group II metabotropic glutamate receptors. These input-specific changes in synaptic strength represent potential cellular sources, which regulate the balance between sensory thalamic and cortical input signals to the amygdala. This regulation would function to reduce the influence of relatively undiscriminated stimulus information carried by thalamic afferents in favor of discriminated sensory information mediated by the cortex during fear responses.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Frontal amygdaloid slices were prepared from deeply anesthetized Long-Evans rats (halothane anesthesia; Zeneca, Plankstadt, Germany) of either sex (postnatal days 25–30) (Heinbockel and Pape, 1999c). Slices were kept in an interface-type chamber during continuous superfusion with a solution containing (in mM): NaCl 126, KCl 2.5, MgSO₄ 2, NaHCO₃ 26, NaH₂PO₄ 1.25, dextrose 10, and CaCl₂ 2, buffered to pH 7.4 with 95% O₂, 5% CO₂.

Intracellular recordings from a total of 146 neurons were performed with glass microelectrodes (TW-100F; World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) and controlled with a bridge amplifier (Axoclamp-2B; Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Electrode DC resistances ranged 60–80 MΩ (filled with 4 M K-acetate) and 100–150 MΩ (with inclusion of BAPTA, 200 mM). All membrane potential measurements were corrected for electrode offsets (typically <5 mV).

Projection neurons were identified based on morphological (after Biocytin injection and histological processing) and electrophysiological criteria, namely spine-rich dendrites and the generation of slow oscillations of the membrane potential (Washburn and Moises, 1992b; Pare et al., 1995; Pape and Driesang, 1998; Pape et al., 1998). Neurons were considered for analysis that had a stable resting membrane potential negative to −60 mV, resting input resistances >45 MΩ (as determined from responses to hyperpolarizing current pulses, −0.1 to −0.3 nA), and overshooting action potentials.

Synaptic responses were evoked with two bipolar tungsten electrodes placed in the external and close to the internal capsule for stimulation of putative cortical and thalamic afferents, respectively (Mahanty and Sah, 1999; Weisskopf and LeDoux, 1999). Stimulus intensity was adjusted to produce a synaptic response 30–50% of maximum amplitude without triggering action potentials. All neurons were held at resting membrane potential. Single pulses (100 μsec) were applied as control stimuli at 0.05 Hz.
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RESULTS

Intracellular recording techniques were used in an in vitro slice preparation (Long–Evans rats) to study the synaptic responses of projection neurons in the LA to electrical stimulation of either putative thalamic or cortical input fibers. Single electrical stimulation of either input typically evoked a triphasic sequence of a fast glutamate receptor-mediated EPSP, followed by a fast and a slow component of IPSPs mediated via GABA_A and GABA_B receptors, respectively (Rainnie et al., 1991a,b; Washburn and Moises, 1992a; Danober and Pape, 1998).

Input specificity of LTD

In a population of projection neurons in the LA (21% of the tested neurons; n = 52), theta frequency stimulation (single stimuli at 8 Hz for 150 sec) of putative thalamic input fibers resulted in an LTD (>30 min) of EPSP amplitude evoked with single thalamic control stimuli (Fig. 1A, B). The LTD typically developed during the stimulation period and in some cases increased further thereafter. The LTD was observed for periods of >100 min (data not shown). The same stimulation had no effect on EPSPs evoked with single control stimuli delivered to cortical afferents. Subsequent theta frequency stimulation of these putative cortical input fibers did not result in a lasting change of EPSP amplitude of either input pathway (Fig. 1A). The homosynaptic depression of EPSPs occurred irrespective of the order of theta frequency stimulation of the two pathways (Fig. 1C).

In addition, a second theta frequency stimulation of putative thalamic inputs 30 min after the first stimulation did not further increase the depression (data not shown), whereas IPSPs were briefly potentiated (see below). Other projection neurons in the LA showed either no changes in synaptic strength in response to theta frequency stimulation (23%) or synaptic depression that either lasted <30 min or was <20% in amplitude and, therefore, were not included in the analysis.

No long-term changes of inhibitory responses were observed. Typically, short increases (duration <5 min) in amplitude of both GABA_A and GABA_B-mediated components occurred in projection neurons (data not shown). This short-term change in inhibitory synaptic responsiveness was evoked by stimulation of either thalamic or cortical input fibers and was restricted to the stimulated afferent pathway, presumably indicating presynaptic effects on inhibitory interneurons.

---

Figure 1. Homosynaptic lasting depression in the lateral amygdala. A. Normalized EPSP amplitudes evoked by single electrical stimuli (100 μsec, delivered at 0.05 Hz) of putative thalamic and putative cortical input fibers, before and after theta frequency stimulation (8 Hz for 150 sec) of either input pathway, as indicated. Data were averaged from six projection neurons in six different slices. The period of theta frequency stimulation of thalamic and cortical input pathways is as indicated (theta thal., theta cort., respectively). Note the homosynaptic depression of EPSPs, and unchanged IPSPs (see B) after theta frequency stimulation of putative thalamic but not cortical input fibers (p < 0.05; *p < 0.01). B. Original recordings from one of the neurons in A shown at different time points as indicated. Stimulus artifacts have been removed for clarity. Membrane potential at −67 mV. C. Reversed order of theta frequency stimulation of the two pathways (n = 5).
Involvement of mGluRs

Metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) are known to be involved in synaptic transmission in the amygdala (Rainnie et al., 1994; Holmes et al., 1996), in synaptic plasticity in the amygdala (Li et al., 1998; Wang and Gean, 1999), and in LTD in other brain regions (Ito, 1989; Linden and Connor, 1995; Bear and Abraham, 1996; Manahan-Vaughan, 1997). To explore the mechanisms of LTD in the LA, we tested the effects of mGluR group II antagonists and agonists. The group II mGluR agonist L-CCG (1–10 μM) induced an input-specific slow-onset LTD of the thalamic pathway when applied to amygdala slices during continued control stimulation (0.05 Hz) (Fig. 2A; total n = 26). Subsequent theta frequency stimulation did not further increase the depression, suggesting saturable properties of this LTD. Higher doses of L-CCG (10 μM) also reduced cortically induced EPSPs with a rapid time course that was often associated with membrane potential hyperpolarization as described previously (Rainnie et al., 1994; Holmes et al., 1996).

When the group II mGluR antagonist MCCG (10–100 μM) was applied to the slice before theta frequency stimulation, no lasting synaptic depression was observed (Fig. 2C); instead, short potentiating effects on thalamically induced EPSPs were evoked. By itself, MCCG did not affect the amplitude of synaptic potentials evoked by single stimulation of either input pathway, membrane potential, or input resistance. Likewise, another mGluR group II antagonist EGLU (10–100 μM) prevented the induction of LTD in the LA. These effects were seen in all tested neurons (n = 23, MCCG; n = 9, EGLU). Prevention of LTD was also observed after application of a phosphatase inhibitor in all tested cells (Calyculin A, 10 μM; n = 7; data not shown).

Calcium dependence

Calcium is known to be involved in the induction of LTD in a number of preparations (Ito, 1989; Linden and Connor, 1995; Bear and Abraham, 1996), including the basolateral amygdala (Wang and Gean, 1999). When neurons in the LA were loaded with BAPTA (200 mM in the recording electrode; n = 21), the induction of LTD was inhibited (Fig. 3), which supports the likelihood of postsynaptic induction of LTD in this preparation. With BAPTA, no input specific changes occurred in these neurons with either thalamic or cortical theta-frequency stimulation. The slow decline of the relative EPSP amplitude of either input pathway was a reflection of the gradual decrease of the apparent membrane input resistance (Fig. 3A). During the presence of BAPTA, superfusion of the slice with L-CCG also failed to induce LTD (n = 10; data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Mechanism of LTD

The present study demonstrates input-specific, activity-dependent enduring synaptic depression in the amygdala. The LTD of EPSPs comprises an example of homosynaptic depression similar to that described in other areas of the brain (Ito, 1989; Linden and Connor, 1995; Bear and Abraham, 1996). A polysynaptic effect, resulting from long-term potentiation of AMPA currents in GABAAergic interneurons and associated increase in inhibitory influence on projection neurons (Mahanty and Sah, 1998), can be primarily ruled out, because GABAergic-mediated potentials increased only briefly (<5 min) in neurons that expressed stable LTD.

Although the exact pharmacology of LTD varies between preparations, mGluRs have been shown to be both necessary and sufficient for homosynaptic LTD induction (Linden and Connor, 1995). In the amygdala, group II mGluRs appear to be critically involved, as is indicated by the preventing effects of antagonists (Li et al., 1998; Wang and Gean, 1999; present study) and the
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Figure 3. Significance of postsynaptic, calcium-dependent mechanisms for LTD. A. Loading of the recorded projection neurons with BAPTA (200 mM in the recording electrode) prevents input-specific changes upon theta frequency stimulation of putative thalamic (theta thal.) or cortical (theta cort.) input pathways (n = 7). Normalized values of membrane input resistance for the same neurons are shown at selected time points. Note the parallel decline of the relative EPSP amplitude and the membrane input resistance in BAPTA-loaded neurons. B. Loading of neurons with BAPTA was verified by the lack of spike frequency adaptation and reduced slow afterhyperpolarization in response to depolarizing current pulses: examples from one neuron illustrating the response to a depolarizing current pulse at 2 min after obtaining a stable impalement (left) and at 70 min (right). The dotted line indicates membrane potential before current pulse.

finding that single stimuli are sufficient to induce LTD during the presence of a group II mGlur agonist (present study). The projection neurons in the L.A., which receive convergent input from both cortical and thalamic pathways, express both AMPA and NMDA receptors, presumably with distinct populations of NMDA receptors occurring at putative cortical and thalamic inputs (Weisskopf and LeDoux, 1999). The question as to the type of glutamate receptors maintaining the reduction in synaptic strength could not be unequivocally assessed, because effects of antagonists on glutamate receptor subtypes were difficult to differentiate in the low-amplitude EPSPs. An NMDA receptor contribution is unlikely, however, because NMDA receptors associated with putative thalamic inputs to LA projection neurons possess a strong voltage dependence compared with those at cortical inputs (Weisskopf and LeDoux, 1999; but see Mahanty and Sah, 1999), and the feedforward IPSPs curtailting the EPSP can be assumed to essentially prevent activation of NMDA receptors. Therefore, it would appear that AMPA-type receptors are the predominant components maintaining the depressed EPSPs at thalamic inputs. This is supported by the observation that CNQX blocked the EPSP after LTD had been induced through theta frequency stimulation (our unpublished observations).

Loading the recording electrode with BAPTA as well as local application of a phosphatase inhibitor on the slice prevented the induction of LTP, thereby corroborating recent findings by Wang and Gean (1999), which suggest that phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of AMPA receptors are involved in synaptic plasticity in the lateral amygdala. The exact basis for input-specific LTD is still unknown but may be related to the topographic arrangement of thalamic and cortical input fibers to the amygdala (LeDoux et al., 1990; Doron and LeDoux, 1999), spatial aspects of receptor distribution, and/or rapid redistribution of AMPA receptors (Carroll et al., 1999).

Functional implications

The finding that LTD was induced during theta frequency stimulation is particularly intriguing, in view of the propensity of projection neurons in the LA to produce rhythmic—oscillatory electrical activity at the theta frequency range and resonance behavior (Paré et al., 1995; Pape and Driesang, 1998; Pape et al., 1998). This electrophysiologically behavior has been proposed to facilitate the generation of phase-coupled oscillatory activity in synaptic circuits of the amygdala in response to sensory stimulation and to support the entrainment of amygdaloid neurons into network activity related to the theta rhythm in an extended temporolimbic network (Paré and Gaudreau, 1996; Collins and Paré, 1999). As a corollary of this, it is interesting to speculate that the homosynaptic LTD observed in the LA during theta frequency stimulation may be related to behavior associated with the generation of theta waves. Of particular interest here is the notion that the theta rhythm has been proposed to be a correlate of the inhibition of nonrelevant sensory systems during high arousal and to implement the basic processes for memory storage (Pavlides et al., 1988; Huerta and Lisman, 1993; Vinogradova, 1993; Sainsbury, 1998). The input-specific LTD observed may thus represent cellular sources that serve to regulate the balance between sensory thalamic and cortical input signals to the amygdala during those states. In particular, this regulation would function to reduce the influence of relatively undiscriminated stimulus information carried by thalamic fibers in favor of contextual stimulus analysis performed via cortical pathways during fear responses.
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